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INTRODUCTION

Each new chapter begins as a new technology takes hold and kick-starts a

revolution. Though each time that happens, we know that another equally

revolutionary technology isn’t far way.

Each innovation results in a new chapter. And those new chapters seem to

come along with increased frequency as the years go by.

But not every technological innovation results in a revolution. One of the

challenges for the music industry is working out which new technologies will

take hold and are therefore worth investing in.

Because that investment can be considerable when you take into account the

time, the money and the creative energy employed. So what technologies will

be causing a revolution in the music business in the next decade?

Of particular note are those technologies that can be loosely grouped under

the banner ‘artificial intelligence’. Tools that employ big data, algorithms and

machine learning to change the way music is monitored, marketed and made.
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WHAT IS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE?

Given the conversation around AI is becoming ever more vocal – as academics,

journalists, politicians and entrepreneurs consider how these new technologies

could change the way our society works, the way our economy operates, and

the very essence of what it means to be human – it is surprisingly hard to

define what ‘artificial intelligence’ actually means.

As Dr Mick Grierson, Director of Creative Computing at Goldsmiths College in

London, tells CMU: “Artificial Intelligence is perhaps not a very useful term,

mainly because it’s not easy to define what anybody might mean by

‘intelligence’. There are many definitions, but it’s fairly easy to argue that

nobody is quite sure what intelligence is”.

He goes on: “This is further complicated by the idea that artificial intelligence

is somehow related to human-like behaviour or consciousness. This is when it

gets really messy, because people are even less sure what consciousness is!”



WHAT IS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE?

“And even if they did know, the benefit of machines having human-like

consciousness and behaviour is probably not as useful as you might think”,

Grierson continues.

“For example, if we assume that an ‘artificial intelligence’ is something that can

think and solve problems the way a human does, you can quite easily

demonstrate this might not be very desirable. Humans often make bad

decisions, we’re pretty easy to fool, and we make mistakes all the time, often

because we always think we’re right”.

In terms of what people most commonly mean by AI today, he explains: “There

are things that many living things do – often that they are not aware of – that are

useful for solving problems, like unconsciously remembering patterns from

everyday experience. By making models of how we think this might work,

some people have created algorithms that learn to solve similar problems –

such as to spot certain objects or sounds in a variety of complex situations”.
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“A better term for the ability of machines to solve problems by learning from

data is ‘machine learning’”, he concludes. “It’s a far more accurate term for

understanding what’s happening right now. The algorithms that we create

through machine learning are ‘problem solvers’ for specific questions that we

are attempting to teach them about”.

This white paper considers three technologies of interest to the music

community that can be loosely placed under the umbrella of AI.

Depending on your definition of ‘artificial intelligence’, these technologies are

either already examples of AI in action, or they are prototypes that will

ultimately embrace machine learning to become ever more sophisticated, as

AI at large becomes more efficient and more affordable.
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Those three technologies are:

AUDIO-RECOGNITION TOOLS which recognise music being played online, on

air, or in the live environment.

AUTOMATED MESSAGING PLATFORMS which allow artists to communicate

and interact with fans through messaging apps.

AUTOMATED CREATION TOOLS which can automatically create music or

video according to prescribed criteria or by scanning other material.

Although we will explain the basics of how each of these work, this white paper

is primarily interested in the employment of these technologies by the music

industry, and how they will enhance and overhaul the business of music.

The underlying questions are: are these technologies in the process of kick-

starting a revolution and, if so, how will that impact on the music business and

how should the industry prepare?
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AUDIO-RECOGNITION TOOLS

Audio-recognition technology isn’t particularly new. Perhaps the most famous

brand in this space, Shazam, launched nearly two decades ago in 1999.

However, technology of this kind is becoming ever more sophisticated, and is

being employed in an increasing number of ways. To that end, it definitely

feels like the full potential of audio-recognition is yet to be fully realised.

Audio-recognition platforms are usually based around what are referred to as

‘digital acoustic fingerprints’, or some variation of that term. The platform

creates a ‘condensed digital summary’ of each piece of audio it is exposed to.

That ‘condensed digital summary’ is unique to that track, hence ‘fingerprint’.

Meta-data is then attached to each fingerprint to identify the audio and provide

other key information about it.

Once a database of fingerprints has been built, when the audio-recognition

platform is re-exposed to a piece of audio, it should be able to identify which

fingerprint the track is associated to, and then deliver the accompanying meta-

data. Which in the case of a consumer-facing app like Shazam means telling

the user the name of the track they are currently listening to.
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From a technical perspective, advances in the audio-recognition domain

include the ability to identify a track quicker, which is to say from a smaller

sample of the recording being identified, and being able to ID a track oblivious

of sound quality and background noise, or where the track has been slightly

altered in some way.

And then there is the separate challenge of recognising songs rather than

specific tracks, so that a platform can identify new and live versions of songs as

well as officially released recordings.

From a commercial perspective, although consumer-facing products like

Shazam are best known, actually the B2B employment of this technology is

arguably more interesting, and where there is still much room for growth.

This is primarily about using audio-recognition technology to identify what

music is being played in a variety of circumstances where traditionally it was

hard to accurately monitor usage. This information is valuable both as

marketing data and for ensuring the accurate distribution of royalties.
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The latter employment of audio-recognition technology is most important for

user-upload platforms and collective management organisations, which both

have a need to more accurately monitor what music is being used by a large

number of unsophisticated users every minute of the day across the globe.

The former so that they can give rights owners some control over their content,

ensuring they meet their obligations under copyright law and/or their

licensing agreements. The latter so that they can more accurately distribute

royalties to their members when music is played or performed in public.

Some of these organisations have built their own proprietary audio-recognition

platforms, like YouTube’s Content ID and Facebook’s Rights Manager, while

others rely on the technology of service provider businesses.

We spoke to three of the latter which are employing audio-recognition in three

different areas to respectively monitor music used in radio broadcasts, live

events and mixes.
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JESPER SKIBSBY,WARM

WARM employs audio-recognition technology in the broadcast monitoring

space, to track what music is being played on radio stations all over the world.

By employing the efficiencies of its technology, WARM seeks to monitor a

greater number of radio stations than more conventional broadcast monitoring

systems, and to make its services available to a wider range of clients.

The company’s Jesper Skibsby says: “Whereas other radio monitoring

platforms focus on only larger stations, WARM aims to cover all music radio

stations in the world. We currently cover over 25,000. We have also built the

service for the ‘long tail’ of the music industry – artists, bands, managers,

independent labels and booking agencies. I wanted WARM to be as affordable

as possible, so everyone can use it”.
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Skibsby reckons that by being more prolific in what it monitors, WARM

provides better marketing data for its clients which – beyond confirming the

reach of a promotions campaign – can inform an artist’s business.

He says: “By covering smaller stations – like, for example, college radio and

more genre based and niche stations – you get the best possible dataset to

discover potential emerging markets or even micro markets. As a comparison,

on Spotify you can see that you are most popular in Mexico. With WARM you

can see that you are being played by on a specific college radio in Washington

which most likely has a very specific demographic”.

Clients of WARM upload tracks they are seeking to monitor into the system. It

then makes the fingerprint of that track, after which it “runs through all the

radio stations we monitor, and whenever a match is made between the radio

play and the uploaded audio file, the user will be able to see the data on their

dashboard, while it’s happening”.
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In terms of future developments, WARM seeks to monitor more media, both

more radio stations and channels beyond radio. It also plans to utilise its

platform to expand the services it offers to its clients.

Skibsby: “A very big project for us is a new radio plugging system based on

genre detection, song profiling and AI. The idea is to make radio plugging

more intelligent and more accessible for DIYs and indies, who can’t afford to

hire a traditional radio promoter”.

He goes on: “Instead of hiring a radio promoter in one country, you should be

able to target and send your track to radio stations wherever they are based, as

long as there is a match between the song and station or individual DJ. This is a

very exciting project for us which could potentially help a lot of indies get their

music onto the radio”.
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YURI DOKTER, DJ MONITOR

DJ Monitor is best known for employing audio-recognition technology in the

clubbing and live events space. In particular, it is using its technology to better

identify music being played at clubs and dance music events so to inform

collective management organisations about what music has been used and

therefore which artists, songwriters and rights owners need to be paid.

The monitoring of music usage in these spaces has traditionally been weak,

meaning those behind the music that dominates at these events have often

missed out on royalties they are due through the collective licensing system.

Companies like DJ Monitor are seeking to address this issue. And their client

base includes a number of CMOs such as BUMA STEMRA, PRS For Music, PPL,

SACEM, SABAM and APRA AMCOS.
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The company’s Yuri Dokter explains: “We have installed devices in venues

across the world – including in Europe, Africa and the Middle East, and the US,

Australia and New Zealand – which record and stream audio to our servers. We

also work with festivals, where we put our equipment alongside each stage”.

“The audio played at these events is then matched to the 46 million+ audio

fingerprints in our database”, he goes on, “and we then report usage to the key

stakeholders”.

With a business that requires hardware being installed in venues and at

festivals around the world, in addition to maintaining the audio-recognition

platform back at base, a company like DJ Monitor must meet other challenges

too in order to meet its clients’ needs.
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Practical challenges like developing affordable hardware, getting it in place

and ensuring available internet access.

Meanwhile, in terms of the company’s audio-recognition technology, it has

needed to deal with DJs manipulating tracks in the mix with effects like ‘pitch-

shifting’, not to mention identifying bootlegs and unofficial remixes.

Having spent the last decade meeting those challenges, Dokter says that there

is still much more potential for the employment of audio-recognition by the

music industry.

The technology is becoming “much more robust and scalable”, he says, while

noting that ongoing developments in AI will make systems ever more

sophisticated – something he says his company is already experimenting with.
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STEPHEN WHITE, DUBSET

Dubset employs audio-recognition technology to identify music contained

within unofficial mixes, with the aim of enabling the official distribution and

monetisation of those mixes. Needless to say, recognising tracks within a mix

poses specific challenges for the audio-recognition software.

The company’s Stephen White says: “Dubset utilises a combination of audio

fingerprinting, pattern matching algorithms and heuristics to recognise every

three seconds of audio in a mix and then associates the audio segments with

the underlying rights holders”.

That more challenging audio-recognition of this kind is now possible and is

proof that the technology is becoming increasingly sophisticated.
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Says White: “Fingerprinting technology has improved and is becoming more

robust to pitch shifting and tempo changes. At the same time Dubset's

proprietary approach has evolved through multiple versions of development to

become the most comprehensive identification platform for mixed content”.

Beyond the technological advances, Dubset is an example of audio-recognition

technology being employed in a new area to generate new income for the

music industry.

Unofficial mixes have often gone unmonetised because of the complexities of

identifying and licensing songs and tracks contained within them. That means

lost income to rights owners, and it reduces the number of platforms via which

those mixes can be distributed.
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Dubset has set out to tackle those challenges. Though that means it is in the

licensing game as well as the technology business, which – of course – creates

its own challenges.

White admits that “developing a licensing approach that works for the music

industry has been a long process that has required both the education of and

collaboration with the rights owners”.
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AUTOMATED MESSAGING PLATFORMS

Despite the rise of social media as key marketing and communication channels

for artists in the last fifteen years, music marketers have throughout stressed

the importance of gathering the email addresses of fans.

Although an artist will communicate more frequently through social media,

email is more direct, can be more easily personalised and commercialised,

and provides particularly powerful fan data.

However, over the years consumers – and especially younger consumers –

have become less engaged with email. Younger fans are increasingly likely to

see email as a work-based channel of communication, and not a place to

connect with artists and brands.

That latter kind of conversation has shifted over to the messaging apps like

Facebook Messenger and WhatsApp. And in more recent years, we have also

started to see conversations that would have previously occurred on the social

networks also shifting over to the messaging platforms.
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All of which creates a need for artists to start engaging with their fans through

the messaging apps.

However, that creates a challenge because these apps have been primarily

created for direct peer-to-peer conversations between friends. Realistically

artists, and especially established artists, don’t have the time or the inclination

to engage in conversations of this kind. But that doesn’t mean they can’t engage

fans through these platforms.

Which is why we are starting to see the emergence of new technologies that

employ data and algorithms to allow artists and brands to connect with fans

and consumers via messaging apps.

Sometimes referred to as chatbots, these technologies facilitate automated

direct connections with fans, though quite what that means can vary, partly

according to what the technology is capable of, and partly according to what

the artist or brand feel is appropriate.
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SAM TAYLOR, POP

One such platform is POP. “POP is the easiest way for anyone to grow and

engage a fanbase through Facebook Messenger”, says POP’s Sam Taylor.

“Building directly on top of Messenger’s API, we have created a simple-to-use

platform that allows you to prompt fans to connect with you on Messenger, to

send messages to fans, and to build interactive content and stories to engage

that audience”.

Making the case for why artist-fan conversations need to shift over to the

messaging apps, Taylor continues: “Engagement around traditional social

media is plunging and growth in these platforms is stalling. Meanwhile

Messenger is booming”.
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Using messaging apps also means you circumvent the filters now in place on

more conventional social networks that impact how many fans actually see a

post. On the main Facebook platform, those filters have increased considerably

over the years, so that only a very small number of fans will likely see what an

artist posts, unless said artist pays Facebook to boost their message. Such

filtering is set to only become more extreme.

Says Taylor: “The unfiltered content channel that Messenger delivers means

that just 1000 fans connected on Messenger will deliver far more engagement

than 100,000 on a Facebook Page or other more traditional social media

channels. We are seeing huge open rates – often 90% or more – for Messenger

content, and correspondingly high engagement. For many of our customers

Messenger wildly outperforms other channels, in some cases within just a

couple of weeks of artists launching their presence there”.
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On the technology behind POP, Taylor explains: “Our application is very

deliberately not complex – but that does not mean that it is not powerful. While

it is theoretically possible to use technologies like natural language processing

and machine learning to interact with consumers via Messenger, this is

something that requires considerable understanding of what this sort of

technology can – and can’t – do”.

“If you want to build an application that can process a possibly random input

from a user, and make a sensible response, then that requires a lot of heavy

lifting”, he adds. “We find it’s much better to offer users simple prompts –

based on their likely behaviour – in the form of quick reply buttons, to help

them get the content they want in a quick, easy and engaging way”.
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To that end, POP reckons that capitalising on the potential of fan engagement

through the messaging apps is partly about what the technology is capable of,

but also about what artists and their business partners do with that technology.

Taylor: “Some people talk about ‘messenger bots’ and ‘chatbots’, but we feel

that Messenger is much more about delivering content to fans in a way that lets

them get the information they want quickly and on a platform that they like”.

“Even though we are talking automated messaging to fans in bulk, content

delivered through Messenger feels very intimate and very personal –

particularly if there is an interactive element to it”.
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“Basically, no-one really wants to talk to a robot, and no one wants to sit typing

endlessly to a chatbot”,Taylor goes on.

“Chatbots suck – mainly because we are still a long way from the kind of

‘artificial intelligence’ that lets a chatbot properly field and respond to

anything that is thrown at it.The failure rate of chatbots is huge”.

“But more to the point, fans do not want to feel like they are engaging with

robots – that puts the fan further away, rather than bringing them closer.

Authentic content, delivered in an intimate platform is what Messenger is

actually about”.
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AUTOMATED CREATION TOOLS

Beyond monitoring and marketing music, what about making it? The third area

of AI technologies of interest are automated creation tools: platforms that

create original content according to pre-set criteria.

From a music perspective, the technologies to watch are the music composition

platforms, which can create original pieces of music quickly and cheaply.

This is an area that is advancing rapidly, though to date these technologies are

mainly being used to create original soundtracks for other media, such as

videos, podcasts and games. Which means the machines are now competing

with humans in the production music domain.

Though the big question is, as these technologies become ever more

sophisticated, could they also start to write music to be commercially released,

meaning that the machines start to compete with humans in more mainstream

songwriting? Opinion is divided as to quite how far AI-created music could go.
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ED NEWTON-REX, JUKEDECK

One interesting start-up operating in this space is Jukedeck. “We aim to fuel

creativity using musical artificial intelligence”, the company’s Ed Newton-Rex

explains. “We’ve built an AI system that composes and produces original

music on demand, writing music note-by-note and chord-by-chord, from

scratch. We’re using this system to provide music for creatives making videos,

games, podcasts, and other media”.

In terms of how this works from a user’s perspective, Newton-Rex says: “Users

of our site can choose some musical settings – things like style, mood and

duration – and create and download unique pieces of music to use in their

content. You don’t need to be a musician to use it, and you can generate a

totally new piece of music in less than a minute. Our music is royalty-free, so

you can use it wherever you like”.
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As for the technology behind the scenes, Newton-Rex explains: “We use neural

networks to compose our music: we train these networks to be able to generate

original tunes and chord sequences. Our team includes machine learning

researchers, software engineers and experts in music production, and this

combination lets us build a system that can automatically compose and

produce pieces of music”.

But could this technology start writing the pop music of the future? Newton-Rex

says that this is not really his aim. “It’s very hard to predict the future”, he

concedes, “but there’s a lot that AI music can’t do that is central to human

music: something like the emotion in a great musical work is incredibly hard to

emulate. I don’t think having AI writing pop hits is the goal, though: we view AI

as a tool, and we think its place in music creation should be in doing things you

can’t do otherwise; things like customisation”.
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DIARMUID MOLONEY, ROTOR

Automated creation tools don’t just create music. Another platform in this

category of interest to the music industry is Rotor, which creates visuals to

accompany tracks.

The company’s Diarmuid Moloney explains: “Rotor is a purpose-built tool that

simplifies the video creation process for the music industry. Using proprietary

technology, Rotor enables musicians, labels and services to create promotional

video content in minutes”.

From a user’s perspective, there are three main steps to creating a video with

Rotor. Says Moloney: “Users add their music, choose some clips and choose a

video style. Rotor will then generate a full preview of their video so they can

decide if they like the results or not”.
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“They can make as many changes as they like”, he says, “change the style,

change the music, change the clips”. Users then pay a nominal sum for their

finished video, which they can then use as they wish. As for how it works,

Moloney says “there is a lot of proprietary technology at work behind the

scenes”. He goes on: “We have built an engine that can extract features from

each individual song and make its own editing decisions based on a particular

video style. This is similar to how a video producer or editor would work”.

Rotor aims to provide a cost efficient solution in a music industry where visuals

are more important than ever. “Music and video are inextricably linked and are

increasingly forged into the one asset”, Moloney notes. “Rotor makes it fast,

easy and cost-effective to regularly create video content for YouTube,

Facebook, Instagram or wherever it needs to go. Rotor videos will help its users

to engage their audience, promote their music and monetise their assets”.
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As for the future ambitions of Rotor, Moloney goes on: “We're building an

offering that will cover the full suite of promotional video content required by

musicians and labels. This will include short promo videos, looping videos,

lyric videos, music videos and fan videos. We're also working to simplify the

distribution of these videos to the many platforms and services that music fans

use. We'll be enabling users to push content to messaging apps, social

networks and streaming services”.

While from a tech perspective, he adds: “We'll be using our AI to enable users

to create a video by simply providing a song and nothing more. Based on the

genre and mood, Rotor will auto-generate a video style and pre-select the most

effective footage to use in that video. Then it will output all the different video

formats for all the different endpoints. I think there will be new video

categories that we define too, based on our technologies capabilities”.
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